
In 1601, an English sea captain named
James Lancaster conducted an important
experiment. Commanding four ships on a
voyage from England to India, he served
lemon juice every day to the crew on one of
the ships. Most remained healthy. But on
the other three ships, 110 of the 278 sailors
died of scurvy by the journey’s midpoint.
The experiment was of immense import to
seventeenth-century seafarers, since scurvy
claimed more lives than any other single
cause, including warfare and accidents.1

Surprisingly, however, this vital informa-
tion had little impact on the British Navy.
The Navy did not conduct its own experi-
ments until 1747, nearly 150 years later,
and did not stock citrus fruit on its ships
until 1795. And the British merchant
marine followed suit only in 1865, some
two-and-a-half centuries after the first
experiment with lemon juice was carried
out. Despite the magnitude of the scurvy
problem, and despite the availability of a
simple solution, people were slow to
respond.2

Fast forward to New Year’s Eve, 1999. At
the stroke of midnight, the entire world
seemed frozen in nervous anticipation.
Calamitous economic disruptions were
widely feared from a programming flaw
thought to be lurking in computers world-
wide, the binary time bomb known as Y2K.
The bug could jam computer systems and
potentially stall the economies that depend-
ed on them. Governments and businesses
had worked for years to find and root out the
bug around the globe, yet the degree of suc-
cess could not be known. But as the clock
struck midnight in one country after anoth-
er, virtually nothing happened. The bomb, it
turned out, had been successfully defused,
the fruit of worldwide recognition of a prob-
lem and effective planning to avert it.

The two cases, extreme examples of the
human capacity to respond to a critical chal-
lenge, raise important questions for a world
facing momentous environmental and
social stresses and in need of rapid change.
Unfortunately, our response to the global
environmental crisis looks more like the
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British Navy’s of the seventeenth century
than the global community’s of the 1990s.

Despite abundant information about our
environmental impact, human activities
continue to scalp whole forests, drain rivers
dry, prune the Tree of Evolution, raise the
level of the seven seas, and reshape climate
patterns. And the toll on people and the
natural environment is growing as stressed
environmental and social systems feed on
each other. The death toll in Hurricane
Mitch in Central America, for example, in
which some 10,000 people perished, was
elevated by the interplay of climate change,
population pressures that led to deforesta-
tion, and soil erosion. (See Chapter 7.) As
environmental systems continue to weaken,
and as human demands on them increase,
the case for a shift to sustainable economies
becomes increasingly urgent.3

Indeed, this threshold moment is virtu-
ally unprecedented in world history. Only
the Agricultural Revolution that started
10,000 years ago and the Industrial Revo-
lution of the past two centuries—which
brought unparalleled prosperity as well as
environmental pathologies to a large share
of humankind—rival the current era as
moments of wholesale change in human
societies. But those global transformations
unfolded much more slowly, and began in
different regions at different times. The
changes under way today are compressed to
just a few decades and are global in scope.
The question facing this generation is
whether the human community will take
charge of its own cultural evolution and
implement a rational shift to sustainable
economies, or will instead stand by watch-
ing nature impose change as environmental
systems break down.

Orchestrating change is not easy, but
neither is it impossible. After millennia in
which human servitude was commonplace,

for example, freedom has been increasingly
secured in the last 150 years. The abolition
of slavery in the United States, the nonvio-
lent movement for India’s independence,
the end of apartheid in South Africa, the
peaceful transition away from communist
rule in Eastern Europe and the former Sovi-
et Union—in each case leaders, organiza-
tions, and citizens demonstrated the
flexibility and courage needed to respond to
the moral imperatives of their day and to
work for change. This generation will need
to summon the same courage and commit-
ment—and then some, given the daunting
challenge facing the human family today.

Civil society, business, and government
each have an important and distinctive role
to play in what is arguably the most exciting
moment in human history. But each sector
needs to become sophisticated in the lan-
guage and mechanics of change. Each
needs to learn to think strategically—a great
challenge for a species that is biased toward
the immediate and the local. And each will
need to develop strategies that promote
change quickly without increasing human
suffering. The more we understand how
change can be leveraged rapidly and
responsibly, the more likely it is that we can
safely navigate the choppy waters that lie
between us and sustainability.4

Anatomy of Change 
Human change is distinguished from natur-
al change—biological evolution, for exam-
ple, or the birth and death of stars—by its
willfulness and purposefulness. As the only
creatures known to plan change, we boldly
dip into our own history and alter the
course of our own development. The “cul-
tural evolution” driven by human interven-
tions is now a more powerful determinant
of our fate than biological evolution is.5
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Unlike biological evolution, which pass-
es change from one generation to the next,
cultural evolution also facilitates change
within a generation and to people we are
not related to. As a consequence, cultural
change now outpaces biological evolution,
and is rapidly accelerating.6

The Agricultural “Revolution,” for
example, unfolded over more than 5,000
years, with each generation inching its way
closer to full dependence on farming. Most
early agriculturalists would have been
astounded to learn that they were part of an
economic revolution. But since the Indus-
trial Revolution, and especially in the past
100 years, the pace of change has quick-
ened dramatically. In the United States, it
took 46 years for a quarter of the popula-
tion to adopt electricity early in the twenti-
eth century. But as the century unfolded,
35 years were needed for a similar propor-
tion to adopt the telephone, 26 years were
needed for television, 16 years for the com-
puter, 13 years for the mobile phone, and
only 7 years for the Internet. At this dizzy-
ing pace, societies have little opportunity to
comprehend the full consequences of their
own activities.7

Cultural change is also increasingly com-
plex, the result of a loosening of the cen-
turies-old constraints on economic
expansion—limited energy, materials, and
knowledge. In the late 1600s, for example,
nearly 60 percent of all energy used in
Europe came from horses and oxen and 25
percent from wood—a far more limited
source than the coal, oil, and gas that fueled
twentieth-century machinery. And while
earlier societies were built using wood,
ceramics, and metals, today’s economies
use composites and synthetics that draw
from all 92 naturally occurring elements in
the periodic table. Perhaps most impressive,
the stock of specialized human knowledge

has expanded dramatically: some 20,000
scientific journals are published today, com-
pared with only 10 in the mid-1700s. As
the boundaries on energy, materials, and
knowledge have expanded, the combina-
tion of development options has increased
in number and complexity.8

Organizing the complex use of energy,
materials, and knowledge became possible
in the twentieth century with a vastly
expanded human capacity for administra-
tion. Management became a science, as
Max Weber and Frederick Taylor rational-
ized organizational structure, as Henry
Ford popularized mass production tech-
niques, and as universities began to grant
MBAs and degrees in public administration.
The many different forms of administra-
tion—government, business, and nonprof-
its, for example—have different primary
drivers. Businesses are strongly motivated
by pursuit of profit, governments by the
need to serve constituents, and grassroots
nongovernmental organizations (NGOs)
by the energy and ideals of their con-
stituents. The drivers behind each organiza-
tional form produce their own particular
forms of cultural change.

Consciousness allows humans to study
and to some degree influence the diffusion
of change. Like natural changes whose
growth generates further growth—witness
the spread of algae across a pond—cultural
change often spreads in a predictable pat-
tern. Communication as simple as word of
mouth or as sophisticated as advertising can
lead to changes that build on themselves,
spreading slowly at first, then gradually
picking up speed as people become familiar
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with them, finally slowing again as the pop-
ulation becomes saturated with change.
Computer companies in the United States,
for instance, are beginning to see slowing of
sales to first-time buyers, as the market for
computers becomes increasingly saturated.
Another example of this comes from a 1998
European Wind Energy Association sce-
nario for meeting 10 percent of global elec-
tricity demand in 2020 with wind power.
(See Figure 10–1.) This S-curve pattern of
reinforcing change holds for the spread of
cultural changes as dissimilar as the use of
slang and the adoption of fashion.9

For advocates of change, the importance
of this pattern is that particular personalities
and demographic profiles are associated
with various stages of adoption. At the lead-
ing edge of change, for example, are what
Everett Rogers of the University of New
Mexico calls innovators, who tend to be
well educated and socially connected.
Change then spreads to early adopters, the
early majority, and the late majority, each
accounting for a particular share of the pop-
ulation. The last to adopt are the laggards,
traditionalists who are often socially isolat-
ed. If opinion leaders—the innovators and

early adopters—can be identified for a par-
ticular issue, change efforts can be focused
on this group in the expectation that they
will help the innovation or idea to spread.10

The intelligence that allows humanity to
intervene in its own development, however,
is not advanced enough to foresee all 
the disruptive secondary effects of human
activities. This unassimilated feedback is thus
another common characteristic of cultural
change. When chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs)
were introduced in the 1930s, for instance,
they were viewed as a godsend to industry.
Nonflammable, nontoxic, and noncorrosive,
they were widely used for decades in refrig-
erants and aerosol propellants. Scientists 70
years ago had no idea that their miracle con-
tribution to science and industry would
soon threaten environmental and human
health worldwide: CFCs are now much bet-
ter known for eating away the planet’s pro-
tective ozone layer. This sort of feedback is
the reason ecologists remind us that “you
can never do just one thing.” It teaches
advocates of change to look at whole sys-
tems, not just single causes, in assessing
problems and prescribing solutions.11

Cultural change surrounding environ-
mental issues often has its own char-
acteristic features. Environmental
quality is a public good, which is
often governed by a “tragedy of the
commons” dynamic: individuals
have a natural incentive to overuse
natural resources, and little incentive
to conserve them. This dynamic is
one form of an age-old human
dilemma—how to get self-interested
people to act in the common good.
Over time, societies have developed
four strategies to persuade people to
change by redefining their self-inter-
est using a larger and longer-term
perspective.12
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The most common approach is for soci-
etal authorities to use the force of law, or
officially sponsored incentives, to determine
how resources are to be used and by whom.
Ancient Mesopotamia’s famous Code of
Hammurabi, for example, had several laws
governing irrigation, a critical common
resource for that society. It required land-
holders to keep their irrigation ditches in
good repair and mandated that negligent
farmers compensate those whose produc-
tion suffered because of the neglect. Today,
of course, laws and regulations, along with
taxes and subsidies, are important tools used
to protect water, forests, minerals, the
atmosphere, and other common resources.13

Education is also used to convince peo-
ple to act in the common interest. As an
important institution of socialization,
schools influence the course of any society.
But some critics see formal education as
strongly biased toward status quo societal
values. Mary Clark, author of Ariadne’s
Thread, a book about historical change,
cites only two occasions in western history
in which education has brought a sweeping
change in people’s worldview: during the
Golden Age of Greece and during the
European Enlightenment. In both periods,
philosophers who deliberately critiqued the
societal worldview were esteemed by soci-
ety. But since the Enlightenment, education
has rarely challenged the modern world-
view. That perspective, which places nature
at the service of humankind and splinters
knowledge into disconnected disciplines,
has contributed greatly to today’s global
environmental crises. Whether formal edu-
cation today is capable of standing outside
of society and critiquing it in a way that cre-
ates a worldview grounded in sustainability
is unclear.14

Appealing to people’s values, especially
through religious beliefs, is another tool for

persuading people to act in the common
good. Political leaders have long had diffi-
culty governing without the support of reli-
gious authorities; witness the Islamic
revolution that brought down the Shah of
Iran in 1979 or the Catholic-supported Sol-
idarity movement that unhinged the Polish
government in the 1980s. Religion’s role in
the formation of values is not as great today
as in the past in many societies, however, so
appeals to values may need to take multiple
forms, only some of which are faith-based.

Finally, many cultures have used small
group management to protect common
resources. Examples are innumerable, and
are typified by the village of Torbel, in the
Swiss Alps, which has managed its forest
and grazing lands on a communal basis
since the thirteenth century. Each village
family can send only as many cows to graze
the Alpine meadows each summer as they
can feed in the winter. And trees are cut
only once a year. The village forester deter-
mines which trees will fall, villagers cut and
stack the logs, and each family receives a
share of the harvest. Often overlooked, this
kind of small group administration remains
a viable option for getting people to act in
the common good.15

Understanding the anatomy of change is
critical for a rapid shift of economies to sus-
tainability. Even today’s most encouraging
environmental trends are barely unfolding
fast enough for a rapid shift toward sustain-
ability. Wind power, for example, grew at
better than 30 percent annually in the late
1990s. But this phenomenal growth, if sus-
tained, would boost wind’s share of global
power generation to only 10 percent by
2020. For a host of other issues not yet
headed in the right direction—species loss,
aquifer depletion, deforestation, and mate-
rials reuse and recycling, among others—
the need for rapid change is still more
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urgent. Only by understanding the drivers
of change can civil society, business, and
government hope to play a part in produc-
ing rapid change.16

Empowering the Base:
The Role of Civil Society

The diffuse set of actors known as civil soci-
ety—individuals, civic associations, and
churches, among many others—has little
formal power compared with government
or business. But civil society is crucial in a
campaign for sustainability. As consumers
and voters, citizens carry immense influ-
ence. And individuals who can flex their
collective muscle may need to lead the shift
to sustainability when government and
business initiatives are stymied by special
interests. Moreover, citizen support is usu-
ally necessary to sustain whatever initiatives
are undertaken by government or business.
For all these reasons, individuals and the
NGOs they belong to are important and
powerful allies in the change process.

Civil society appears to be fertile ground
for sparking environmental change. A 1998
survey for the International Environmental
Monitor found that majorities polled in 28
of the world’s 30 most populous countries
believe that environmental laws need to be
strengthened. In 26 of the countries,
majorities or near majorities said that strong
action is needed immediately to reduce
human impacts on climate. And in most
countries, concern over the environment is
on the rise, sometimes dramatically so. In
India in 1992, only 6 percent of respon-
dents named the environment as the most
important problem facing their country. By
1998, 27 percent did.17

More broadly, a socio-psychological
study of the United States published in
2000 reports that a sizable chunk of Amer-

ican adults—some 26 percent—have adopt-
ed a new worldview in the past 40 years that
is largely consistent with the values of sus-
tainability. Dubbed “cultural creatives”
because of their potential to create a new
culture, these individuals are characterized
by a concern for the environment, desire for
meaningful personal relationships, commit-
ment to spirituality and psychological
development, disaffection with the large
institutions of life, and rejection of materi-
alism and status. Members of this group are
likely to be active in their communities, to
choose work consistent with their values,
and to value healthy living. Although this
demographic segment is not organized—
the authors report that most cultural cre-
atives are unaware that a sizable bloc of
kindred spirits is out there—it represents a
potential base from which to launch a
change movement.18

These encouraging trends stand in con-
trast to actual behavior, however. Ameri-
cans, for example, are among those who
consistently express support for an
improved environment, yet a growing share
drive gas-guzzling sport utility vehicles and
live in ever-larger homes. Environmental
psychology, a relatively new subdiscipline of
psychology, helps to explain why people
interested in creating a sustainable society
may be slow to change their behavior.

A key and consistent finding of environ-
mental psychologists is that people do not
recycle more, drive less, conserve energy, or
make other environmental behavior
changes simply as a result of hearing about
the adverse impact of their current behav-
ior. As an example, a 1981 study of an ener-
gy conservation workshop found that
participants demonstrated greater aware-
ness of energy issues and conservation mea-
sures following the meeting, and said they
were willing to adopt what they had
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learned. But few actually did. Follow-up
home visits showed that only one of the 40
participants had lowered the hot water
thermostat, and none had added an insulat-
ing blanket to the hot water heater. Eight
had installed low-flow showerheads—a
rather modest rate of adoption, since each
workshop participant had been given a free
showerhead. The findings are consistent
with those from studies on a range of dif-
ferent environmental behaviors, from recy-
cling to water conservation to anti-littering
campaigns. Raising awareness, it turns out,
is important but often not sufficient in per-
suading people to change behaviors.19

Nor do people necessarily respond to
appeals based on fear. Psychologists note
that fear prompts behavior change only if
the consequences of a behavior are truly
frightening, if those consequences are likely
to be faced, and if alternative behaviors are
available. In some cases these conditions
hold: the rapid abandonment of British beef
following the outbreak of mad cow disease
in 1996, and the subsequent rush to organ-
ic foods in the United Kingdom, appears to
be a case in point. But even when fear
changes behavior, it does so only as long as
fear remains active. And the use of fear can
backfire in a change campaign: in the
absence of credible alternatives, a fear appeal
simply leads to despair or denial, attitudes
that may prevent people from discussing
important topics. For this reason, environ-
mental messages that stress “doom and
gloom” alone are less likely to be effective
than messages that also offer solutions.20

What people do respond to, say environ-
mental psychologists, are the actions of
their peers, direct appeals, effective commu-
nication, and enticing incentives. And when
these influences help people sidestep the
psychological obstacles that block them
from sustainable behavior, actions can

quickly become consistent with beliefs.21

Peers are especially powerful influences.
Clear evidence of this comes from a study at
the athletic center of the University of Cal-
ifornia at Santa Cruz, where a sign was
posted in the shower encouraging users to
turn off the water while soaping up. The
sign was heeded by only 6 percent of users.
But when a researcher introduced to the sit-
uation followed this practice, 49 percent of
other students turned off the water while
soaping up. And with two role models pre-
sent, the participation rate shot up to 67
percent. The encouraging lesson is that
individuals who model sustainable behavior
might have more influence over others than
they realize.22

People also have a strong internal need
to behave consistently, in order to be seen
as reliable and trustworthy. We feel internal
pressure to follow through on our commit-
ments, especially if they are made publicly
or as part of a group. So strong is our need
to be true to our word that small commit-
ments have been shown to make people
more receptive to larger commitments.
People who were asked to wear a lapel pin
publicizing the Canadian Cancer Society,
for example, were nearly twice as likely to
donate in a subsequent appeal as people
who were not asked to wear the pin. Taking
the first step in living our principles of 
sustainability not only models the behavior
for others, it gets us closer to even greater
commitments.23

Through modeling and through com-
mitments, then, individuals can begin the
process of building a sustainable world, 
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no matter what the rest of the world is
doing. Indeed, the psychological power of
these behaviors infuses the inspirational
exhortation of Mahatma Gandhi, “be the
change you wish to see in the world,” with
a social dimension that may not be widely
appreciated.24

But psychological insights are also useful
to NGOs working to help people overcome
barriers to sustainable behavior. The field of
community-based social marketing—the
application of marketing principles to social
goods—is based on these insights. The
approach starts with community-level
research, typically surveys and focus groups,
to determine what obstacles stand between
a person and a particular behavior change.
These obstacles can be psychological or
external to the individual; infrequent bus
service, for example, may prevent someone
from using mass transit. Then social mar-
keting uses tools like modeling and com-
mitment to address common concerns.25

Another behavioral tool important to
social marketing is effective communica-
tion. Information that is vividly presented,
crafted for the intended audience, delivered
credibly, specific, easy to remember, and
designed to spread socially is more likely to
affect behavior than other information. As a
social species with a strongly developed
visual system, people-centered communica-
tions and pictures can be especially effec-
tive. The photo of open waters at the North
Pole published in newspapers in the sum-
mer of 2000, for example, may bring home
the reality of a melting ice cap and of cli-
mate change more effectively than dozens

of scientific reports ever could.26

Finally, social marketers use incentives,
financial or otherwise, that help overcome
the behavioral challenge posed by public
goods. When people bike instead of driving
or buy organic rather than conventional
vegetables, the sacrifice they bear yields
benefits largely for society and only margin-
ally for themselves. Well-crafted incentives
and disincentives help change the calculus
by providing an additional benefit for the
individual. When a San Jose, California,
garbage collection program began charging
people by the amount collected rather than
a flat fee, while collecting recyclables at no
charge, waste flows to landfills fell by 46
percent, and recyclable collections jumped
by 156 percent.27

NGOs, of course, direct their advocacy
efforts not just to citizens, but to govern-
ments and businesses as well. This nonprof-
it sector is large, growing rapidly, and
becoming an effective voice for sustainabil-
ity. A 1998 Johns Hopkins University study
found that the nonprofit sector is a $1.1-
trillion industry—larger than the gross
domestic product of all but seven countries
in the world—that employs 19 million peo-
ple in 22 countries. Much of the sector’s
strength is new: half of all NGOs in Europe
were founded in just the last decade, and 70
percent of those in the United States are
less than 30 years old. Meanwhile, the ranks
of international NGOs have expanded
steadily throughout the century, from 176
in 1909 to more than 23,000 in 1998.28

The democratization of previously
closed societies in Eastern Europe and the
former Soviet Union and the move away
from dictatorships in Latin America, Asia,
and Africa account for some of the growing
strength of civil society. But the sector is
prospering in many other regions as well,
thanks to a growing middle class, an
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increase in corporate power (which has
sparked countervailing activism from citi-
zens), and the advent of new communica-
tions technologies, especially the Internet
and e-mail.29

NGO strength was demonstrated in a
number of high-profile international cases in
the 1990s, including the defeat of the Mul-
tilateral Agreement on Investment (MAI)
and the signing of a treaty to ban landmines.
The MAI was an international investment
protocol that would have established rules
for foreign investment that were largely
favorable to investors. Negotiated in secret
by a small group within the Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development
(OECD) over the course of 16 months, a
draft agreement was leaked in January 1997
to Public Citizen, a watchdog group in
Washington, which immediately published
it on the Internet. Within less than two
years, the agreement was dead, largely
because of an Internet-centered campaign
that mobilized more than 600 organizations
in 70 countries, including environmental,
labor, and human rights groups.30

NGOs were perhaps even more decisive
in the landmine treaty. A network of groups
known collectively as the International
Campaign to Ban Landmines (ICBL) had
developed by 1993 to promote a treaty that
would outlaw these weapons. With the help
of e-mail and the Internet, and without a
staff or central office, ICBL mobilized
more than 1,000 organizations in 60 coun-
tries to work for the ban. By March 1999, a
treaty banning the use, stockpiling, produc-
tion, and transfer of landmines had been
signed by 131 nations.31

Beyond the Internet, other elements
played important roles in these NGO suc-
cesses. The groups were unusually success-
ful at working with governments in both
cases. By persuading landmine nonproduc-

ers and nonusers—such as Austria, Canada,
Denmark, and the Netherlands—that a ban
would be consistent with their foreign poli-
cies, the coalition was able to get key states
on board. Treaty proponents also eventual-
ly persuaded France and the United King-
dom—both producers and users, and both
members of the U.N. Security Council—to
join as well. In the MAI case, NGOs
exploited divisions among the states that
had negotiated the draft agreement—some
of whom had serious reservations about it.
By mobilizing public opinion, NGOs were
able to raise the stakes with governments.
One observer noted that protests generated
by NGOs “elevated the question of the
MAI from the ‘level of civil servants’ to the
‘ministerial level’.”32

In these cases, NGOs were also particu-
larly adept at framing issues in ways that
could win public support. The landmine
ban was promoted as a humanitarian issue
rather than a military one, making it more
comprehensible to the general public. Not-
ing that 80 percent of victims are civilians,
and enlisting landmine victims as part of the
campaign, organizers were able to humanize
and personalize the issue. Similarly, NGOs
characterized the MAI not as a financial
instrument, as the OECD had, but as an
agreement with adverse impacts on labor,
human rights, and the environment—issues
the public cared about and understood.33

Greening Commerce:
The Role of Business

Most societies organize their economies
around private business, giving this sector a
potentially powerful role in shifting
economies toward sustainability. Many
firms see their profit-making responsibilities
as a serious constraint on their capacity to
make environmental change, but this is not
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necessarily the case. Combined with vision-
ary leadership, the profit motive can be
channeled to launch businesses toward sus-
tainability. Indeed, motivated firms have
used several common business strategies to
lighten their impact on the natural world—
even as they boosted profits.

One of these strategies is product differ-
entiation based on a product’s lighter envi-
ronmental impact. Consumers are
increasingly interested in green products,
and in some cases are willing to pay more
for them. For example, consumers often
pay premiums of 50–100 percent for pro-
duce grown without chemical fertilizers and
pesticides. As a result, the organic industry
has blossomed globally in the 1990s, grow-
ing by more than 20 percent annually in the
United States, with comparable growth
rates in other industrial countries. The
approach does have its limits, however.
StarKist, in an early effort to market more
costly dolphin-safe tuna as an alternative to
conventional tuna, found that consumers
were unwilling to pay a premium. People
may be most willing to pay more when the
value added includes a private benefit—
such as better health and taste, which
organic food is perceived to convey—in
addition to the public good of improved
environmental quality.34

Waste reduction is another common
greening business strategy that is consistent
with increased profits. Companies increas-
ingly view pollution and waste as proof of
inefficiencies in the production process
rather than as inevitable byproducts of pro-
duction. The 3M Company recognized this
as far back as 1975 when it established its
Pollution Prevention Pays program. The ini-
tiative gave employees incentives to look for
pollution prevention opportunities early in
the production process, rather than contin-
uing the traditional but expensive approach

of supplying filters or scrubbers on the end
of smokestacks and waste discharge pipes.
The 3,000 projects initiated by the compa-
ny between 1975 and 1992 prevented more
than a billion pounds of polluting emissions
and saved the company more than half a bil-
lion dollars. More recently, Interface, the
world’s leading manufacturer of commercial
carpet, has eliminated more than $90 mil-
lion in waste since 1994.35

More and more businesses are taking pol-
lution prevention strategies to their maxi-
mum by becoming “zero-waste” companies.
By recycling the byproducts of production,
companies avoid sending waste to landfills—
and often generate new revenues in the
process. Asahi Breweries of Japan, for exam-
ple, sends the dregs of its beer production to
cattle raisers as feed, its plastic packing bands
to be recycled into carpet, its bottle tops for
use in construction fill, and its cardboard for
reprocessing into paper. Indeed, zero-waste
production is growing quickly in Japan,
largely because landfill space is at a premi-
um—the cost of landfilling more than dou-
bled between 1991 and 1997—and because
waste is a hot political issue. Sensing cost
savings and marketing advantages in achiev-
ing zero-waste production, companies as
diverse as Asahi Breweries, Sanyo, Canon,
and Toyota report having achieved zero-
waste production. The newspaper Nikkei
Shimbun reported in December 1999 that
27 companies—3.1 percent of those sur-
veyed—claimed to be zero-waste.36

Companies can also lobby governments
to influence the regulatory climate, or work
with competitors to set environmental stan-
dards for the industry. These strategies, of
course, have often been used to avoid or
lessen responsibility for a firm’s environ-
mental impact. But they can work the other
way as well. By persuading governments to
constrain competitors’ unsustainable behav-
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ior, a firm can position itself to be a green
leader and possibly gain market advantage.
DuPont did this when it abandoned the
manufacture of chlorofluorocarbons, which
it was the world leader in producing. With
growing scientific evidence that CFCs
degrade stratospheric ozone, the company
developed substitutes—but at a cost several
times greater than CFCs. Undaunted, the
company came out in favor of an interna-
tional ban on CFCs, worked with govern-
ments to enact the ban, and—with patents
in hand—soon dominated the market for
the substitute chemicals.37

A different version of this strategy occurs
when firms band together to “green” prac-
tices industry-wide, either to forestall
expensive government mandates, improve
public image, or both. One example is the
product take-back program of battery mak-
ers in the United States and Canada.
Prompted by inconsistent recycling laws,
some 300 manufacturers and marketers of
rechargeable batteries now sponsor battery
recycling through the non-profit Recharge-
able Battery Recycling Corporation
(RBRC). This group licenses its Battery
Recycling Seal for a fee to manufac-
turers of batteries and battery-pow-
ered products. Consumers can take
spent batteries with the RBRC Seal
to more than 29,000 U.S. and Cana-
dian retail outlets that serve as collec-
tion sites. The RBRC then collects
the batteries and pays a recycling
company to process them. Under the
initiative, the recycling rate of batter-
ies increased from 2 percent in 1993
to 25 percent in 1998. If the indus-
try’s recycling goal of 80 percent is
achieved by 2005, and if that
momentum is sustained, nearly all
batteries in the United States could
be recycled by 2010—a rapid shift

toward sustainability. (See Figure 10–2.)38

Finally, companies can rethink the reason
they exist in a way that lightens their
impact. Businesses that shift from supplying
goods to providing services—furnishing
mobility services rather than cars, for exam-
ple—are a case in point. IBM, once the
leading producer of mainframe computers,
now sees itself as a provider of business ser-
vices. Xerox, known for decades for its
copiers, now promotes itself as “The Docu-
ment Company,” a reflection of its new
emphasis on information management.
Herman Miller, a large manufacturer of
office furniture with sales in 60 countries,
has established a subsidiary to provide
office furnishing services, and expects it to
become a strong engine of the company’s
growth. To the extent that providing a ser-
vice eliminates the manufacture of a prod-
uct, it lowers the material and energy
demands of a company, with corresponding
savings in environmental wear and tear.
Motivations for the shifts range from antic-
ipation of product “take-back” legislation
(as in Europe, where producers are increas-
ingly responsible for products over their
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entire lifetime) to the opportunity to
enhance market share through cost cutting
or an enhanced corporate image.39

Several of these business strategies were
used when British Petroleum (BP) recently
reversed its thinking on climate change. In
the mid-1990s, the company had no inten-
tion of saying anything about climate
change—but then it witnessed Shell’s pub-
lic relations fiasco surrounding the Brent
Spar, an offshore loading buoy that Shell
planned to sink off the U.K. coast in 1995.
Consumer boycotts of Shell and pressure
from Greenpeace brought home to BP the
intensity of public feeling around environ-
mental issues. This, together with specula-
tion that Shell might shift its position on
climate change, led BP CEO John Browne
to look more closely at climate change. He
decided to set a new company policy that
would set BP apart from the competition—
the product differentiation strategy.40

Browne made a landmark speech at Stan-
ford University in 1997 acknowledging the
risks of climate change. His remarks, and
the subsequent activities of BP, demonstrate
how the company maneuvered to advance
its interests while reducing its environmen-
tal impact. Browne was careful to preserve
the company’s flexibility. Citing the “effec-
tive consensus” of leading scientists about
the role of human activities in climate
change, he nevertheless noted that “there
remain large elements of uncertainty” sur-
rounding the issue. And Browne set no
deadline for abandoning the oil business.41

BP also advanced its own interests when
it set out to reduce company-generated car-
bon emissions by 10 percent below 1990
levels by 2010—a waste reduction strategy
whose goals were roughly in line with those
agreed to by industrial nations at the Kyoto
conference on climate change. (The move is
actually quite ambitious, amounting to a

50-percent reduction in projected emis-
sions by 2010.) The company set up an
internal emissions trading scheme, which
established carbon emission allowances for
12 BP business units. The allowances tight-
en with each passing year and allow efficient
BP units to sell unneeded allowances to
other units that are hard pressed to meet
the emissions goals. The idea was to give
the company experience with emissions
trading, a tool the company hoped would
become a central part of international car-
bon reduction agreements. “We have a
chance to influence the regulatory appara-
tus,” according to a company consultant.
“We influence the emissions trading debate
because we have real practical experience to
bring to the table.”42

Finally, the company remade itself—at
least rhetorically. It promotes itself as a
“green energy company” rather than an oil
company, pointing to its increased invest-
ments in gas and its ownership of the
world’s largest solar company, Solarex. But
BP’s bread and butter is still oil—recently it
spent 588 times as much to buy ARCO, an
oil and gas company, as it did on Solarex—
and it says its transition to renewable ener-
gy will take time—decades, perhaps.43

How far these business strategies can
take a company toward sustainability
depends in part on the commitment of cor-
porate leaders. If the strategies are viewed
strictly in business terms, the impact is like-
ly to be less than if they are driven by
visionary commitments to sustainability.
When such a vision is present—as at Inter-
face, where CEO Ray Anderson is working
to make the company not just a better envi-
ronmental citizen, but a “restorative enter-
prise” that gives back to the environment as
much as it extracts—companies can sub-
stantially reduce their ecological footprint.44

Still, the capacity for business to green
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itself would be greatly enhanced through
government initiatives that align profit-
making opportunities with environmental
stewardship. Businesses are unlikely to
undertake greening initiatives voluntarily if
they are very costly. And voluntary initia-
tives often have a free-rider problem—the
RBRC program, for example, recycles all of
the batteries it receives, even those from the
20 percent of companies that have not
joined the program. Visionary businesses
will need to work with government leaders
to reshape the taxes, subsidies, and other
structures that bias so much of commerce
against sustainability, so that the best envi-
ronmental practices become profitable and
widely diffused.45

Building Coalitions:
The Role of Government

Although governments have formidable
regulatory and fiscal powers and easy access
to the media, they usually look to citizens
or business for cues about what issues to
address, especially in democratic nations.
Independent government initiatives do
occur, of course, but usually when opposi-
tion is minimal, or if the government
is prepared to spend precious politi-
cal capital. Harnessing state power in
the cause of change, then, often
requires building coalitions that can
support key officials in change
efforts. Without this political base,
governments are constrained in their
capacity to generate change.

The importance of a viable politi-
cal base for effective government
action is clear in the quite different
responses to HIV/AIDS in South
Africa and Thailand. In 1990, less
than 1 percent of pregnant women
in each country—an indicator of the

virus’s spread to the general population—
was infected with HIV. Today, the infected
share of pregnant women in South Africa
has grown to near 20 percent, while the fig-
ure in Thailand is just over 2 percent. (See
Figure 10–3.) The distinct outcomes reflect
differences in operating latitude for the two
governments, which resulted from quite
dissimilar sets of political alignments and
cultural histories.46

In Thailand, the rapid spread of HIV
came to light in 1988, and initial govern-
ment reaction was to hide the problem, out
of concern that exposure would dampen
tourism. But because infection occurred
primarily through the country’s sex trade,
and because HIV was widespread among
sex workers—44 percent of prostitutes in
the northern province of Chiang Mai were
HIV-positive in 1989—the country was at
risk of being swamped by the disease. As
infection rates skyrocketed in the early
1990s, a new Prime Minister, Anand Pan-
yarachun, stepped up the government
response, launching extensive public educa-
tion programs and a 100% Condom Cam-
paign that sought to enforce condom use in
commercial sex establishments all the time.
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The government commitment was real: the
budget for HIV/AIDS prevention and care
rose from $180,000 in 1988 to $80 million
in 1996.47

Behavioral changes were almost immedi-
ate: condom use in commercial sex estab-
lishments jumped from 15 percent of client
visits in 1989 to more than 90 percent in
1994. Between 1990 and 1993, the share
of men reporting premarital or extramarital
sex fell from 28 percent to 15 percent,
while visits to prostitutes fell by more than
half. The war is far from won—there are
now signs of backsliding—but major
progress was made in slowing the spread of
the disease. Indeed, the incidence of HIV-1
among Thais was so low in 1999 that
researchers could not find a population at
risk of infection there—outside of drug
addicts—large enough to do efficacy trials
of a new AIDS vaccine.48

Thailand’s success is due in large mea-
sure to the intelligent political strategy used
by the Prime Minister to fight the epidem-
ic. He approached the crisis not merely as a
health problem but as a development issue.
Responsibility for formulating the National
AIDS Action Plan, for example, was given
to the National Economic and Social
Development Planning Board, which inte-
grated an AIDS strategy into the country’s
national development plan. This is a pru-
dent approach for managing a disease with
widespread economic, social, and health
causes and effects. But it also increases the
number of political players with a stake in
fighting the disease. A range of government
ministries was enlisted in the effort, and
each received a share of the huge budget.
And domestic and international NGOs
were asked for help as well.49

Meanwhile, opponents of the initiative—
the tourism industry and brothel owners—
quieted down as tourism continued to

flourish, and as the requirement of condom
use at brothels was evenly enforced, leaving
no brothels at an advantage.50

To be sure, Thailand has several advan-
tages in battling the disease. The country is
relatively well off socially, with a high level
of literacy, extensive media, and an accessi-
ble health care system. Its decades-old net-
work of venereal disease (VD) clinics
offered a natural infrastructure for condom
distribution. And in contrast to many coun-
tries where people are ashamed to admit
they are infected, sex workers were accus-
tomed to frequenting the VD clinics and
talking openly about sexually transmitted
disease. But by giving a stake in the process
to a broad coalition of political players,
these advantages were used to maximum
effect.51

This coalition building success was not
replicated in South Africa’s struggle with
HIV/AIDS. There, the legacy of apartheid
continued to cast a long shadow over the
country, despite the adoption of majority
rule. White civil servants, whose jobs were
protected under an agreement with the
African National Congress, either knew lit-
tle about HIV/AIDS or did not pursue it
aggressively. Black South Africans, recalling
the sterilization programs of the apartheid
regime, viewed the promotion of condoms
by white doctors at government clinics as a
ploy to depopulate black communities. And
African suspicions of western solutions,
along with the possibility of generating an
indigenous cure, diverted precious
resources to unproductive uses, and led the
current President, Thebo Mbeke, to voice
doubts publicly about the cause of the dis-
ease. These problems have divided the
country and allowed the disease to spread
freely. HIV prevalence jumped from 12
percent in 1998 to 20 percent in 2000.52

Government leadership and coalition
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building might be spurred in South Africa
through an understanding of the costs of
not acting. South Africa’s health depart-
ment already spends an amount equal to 10
percent of its 2002–03 fiscal year budget to
treat AIDS-related illnesses—and this is
before the expected wave of HIV-positive
individuals who have gone on to develop
AIDS. Preliminary HIV testing of the
South African Defence Force indicates that
60–70 percent of the troops may be infect-
ed. Business is also deeply affected. A South
African insurance company estimates that
one in five South African workers will be
infected by 2005, and that employee bene-
fit costs will double by that date and triple
by 2010 because of the disease. Such pro-
found adverse impacts on government and
industry could potentially create powerful
coalitions to combat the disease.53

An industrial-country case of effective
coalition building comes from Denmark,
where the government has promoted wind
energy since the adoption of the national
energy plan of 1976. Originally written to
reduce Denmark’s dependence on foreign
sources of energy, the plan promoted the
development of homegrown renewable
energy sources. Successive governments
have pursued this goal aggressively, by
funding research into renewables, establish-
ing a certification program for wind energy,
promoting subsidies for capital investments
in wind, and requiring Danish power com-
panies to pay a guaranteed price for pur-
chases of wind energy from private
suppliers. As a result of these policies, the
wind business grew quickly in Denmark,
and now supplies 13 percent of the coun-
try’s electricity.54

Because most of its fossil fuel is import-
ed, Danish reductions in oil and coal do not
harm important domestic constituencies. At
the same time, the government’s pursuit of

wind energy has generated a number of
domestic supporters. Denmark’s turbine
manufacturers, for example, are now global
suppliers of a cutting-edge technology,
accounting for 60 percent of global wind
turbine exports. Complementing this activi-
ty, the Danish International Development
Agency promotes wind turbines in develop-
ing countries as a way to advance Denmark’s
foreign aid and foreign commercial goals.
And the wind program can help the country
to meet its international commitments to
reduce carbon emissions. The country’s
Energy 21 goal is to reduce carbon emis-
sions to 20 percent below 1988 levels by
2005, which will require Denmark to nearly
double its wind generating capacity over
1999 levels. In sum, the wind energy pro-
gram is rooted strongly in important com-
mercial and bureaucratic constituencies.55

Many Danish citizens also have a stake in
the success of wind, thanks to government-
established wind cooperatives that allow 
citizens to invest in the new energy source.
The scheme is popular: more than 100,000
Danish families now own wind turbines 
or shares in wind cooperatives. The cooper-
atives create a large grassroots constituency
for wind, of course, but their structure 
also helps address the concerns of other
Danes who dislike the turbines’ noise, their
potential harm to wildlife, and their
obstruction of landscapes. By requiring
members to live within 3 kilometers of 
the turbine site, the cooperatives ensure
that any of the technology’s downsides 
are largely borne by those who benefit 
from it—and that a potentially damaging
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opposition movement does not emerge.56

An important factor in keeping the pro-
wind coalition is the government’s steadfast
commitment to wind energy development,
which lends a stability to the sector that
favors its continued expansion. Subsidies
for wind and taxes on fossil fuels and carbon
emissions are clear and consistently applied,
so that developers and purchasers of wind
energy know what the financial costs and
opportunities are. This is important, since
lack of predictability has been a leading
cause of the failure of renewable energy
programs in other countries.57

Accelerating Cultural 
Evolution

Once individuals, businesses, and govern-
ments become advocates for sustainability, a
global transformation as great as the Indus-
trial Revolution could be unleashed. Ener-
gy will come from the same renewable
sources that sustain all of life, rather than
from finite and polluting stocks. Produc-
tion will mimic the natural cycle of birth,
death, and rebirth, with waste no longer
casting a huge and ugly shadow over cities
and factories. And natural resources will be
appreciated for their contributions to the
planet’s living systems, not simply for their
value as economic assets. In sum, a sustain-
able world will be powered by the sun; con-
structed from materials that circulate
repeatedly; made mobile by trains, buses,
and bicycles; populated at sustainable levels;
and centered around just, equitable, and
tight-knit communities.

Such a world may be difficult to imagine,
but rapid change is possible. Nobody fore-
saw, for example, the astonishing unraveling
of the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe
that began in 1989. That shocking set of
events reminds us that change is often not

gradual and linear, but sometimes arrives
like the floodwaters from a collapsed dam.
Biologist Stephen Jay Gould of Harvard has
long argued that the natural world evolves
in this way, with long periods of drift that
are broken by sudden leaps forward. The
pattern may describe cultural evolution as
well. Only after a critical set of conditions
were in place—especially economic stagna-
tion and widespread disaffection with com-
munist ideology—could something as
simple as East German refugees trigger the
events that would topple governments in
Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union. The
encouraging consequence of this pattern is
that rapid change is indeed possible once
critical thresholds have been crossed.58

Rapid cultural change is most likely when
all sectors of society work together. It is true
that sweeping cultural change has often
emerged from the grassroots: the Gandhi-
led movement for Indian independence,
Poland’s Solidarity movement, South
Africa’s struggle against apartheid, and the
U.S. civil rights movement—all of these
came out of civil society. But change is more
likely, and can be accelerated, if all sectors
are engaged. During World War II, for
example, the United States converted to a
war economy virtually overnight by tapping
the energy of citizens, businesses, and gov-
ernment. People recycled metal, rubber, and
other materials; automobile plants shifted
production from cars to tanks and airplanes;
households sowed millions of Victory Gar-
dens; and women replaced men in factories.
Making a similar effort to build a sustainable
society will require that individuals, busi-
nesses, and governments become conscious
agents of change, acting strategically and
building on each other’s strengths.

Society-wide change is facilitated if all
sectors work from a common base of infor-
mation. Here, the scientific community
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plays an important role. The ongoing scien-
tific review by the Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change (IPCC), for example,
has been a credible source of information
on this issue, both for the international cli-
mate negotiators it officially advises and for
the general public. IPCC participants have
helped counter the organized propaganda
of groups like the Global Climate Coali-
tion, the mouthpiece organization for the
fossil fuel and automobile industries. The
Panel’s progressively stronger assertions
that human activities are changing the cli-
mate—coupled with growing experience of
100-year storms, melting glaciers, and dis-
appearing islands—make the issue increas-
ingly real for the public. Similar high-profile
scientific and educational efforts focused on
species loss, population growth, falling
water tables, disappearing forests, and
widening social inequities would be a valu-
able boost to a sustainable society.59

The media are also crucial to this infor-
mation effort, given their pivotal position
among civil society, business, and govern-
ment. And their capacity to manipulate
images—still, moving, and computer-gen-
erated—is a powerful tool to educate a
species strongly influenced by visual cues.
This image-generating capacity is especially
valuable for the many cases of environmen-
tal degradation that remain unseen by most
people, such as dying coral reefs, depleted
aquifers, and the hole in the stratospheric
ozone layer.60

But in order to have a positive impact,
the media will need to understand the issues
and develop a long-range outlook. Political
elites, because of their power to influence
media agendas, are well positioned to foster
this understanding. British journalist Ivor
Gaber credits two 1988 speeches by Prime
Minister Margaret Thatcher, for example,
with putting environmental issues on 

the public agenda, citing a tripling of refer-
ences to global warming in the British press
in the 12 months following the speeches
compared with the preceding year. But he
also writes that the media are fair-weather
environmentalists, covering the issues 
in times of prosperity but abandoning them
during recessions. Developing a big-picture
worldview will require sustained media
attention to the life-support systems of
human culture.61

Media inattention is due in part to the
extremely short “news cycle”—typically
measured in hours—that is poorly matched
with the seemingly glacial pace of natural
change. Mass extinction of species is
arguably the most momentous act ever
committed by human beings, but it is
unlikely to make the evening news. News
bureaus see the issue as little changed from
yesterday, and therefore not newsworthy.
Only if news organizations expand their
time horizons to encompass long-term
change will the media realize their potential
to educate for sustainability.62

With a common base of information,
societies can profitably focus change efforts
on high-leverage areas. Regions and issues
of great environmental impact, for example,
such as “biodiversity hotspots” or the dri-
ving and eating habits of Americans, are
likely high-payoff candidates for change
activity. And concentrations of power—in
consumer spending, for instance, or
through a government’s fiscal policy—are
an equally important focus of effort. The
combination of great environmental impact
and powerful leverage is what makes the
E–9 nations described in Chapter 1 such a
logical strategic focus of change.

In the effort to steer our cultures toward
sustainability, civil society, business, and
government all have powerful points of
leverage available to them. Each also faces
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particular constraints: fragmentation limits
the influence of civil society, the pursuit of
profit reduces options for business, and
competing interests tie the hands of gov-
ernment. But collectively, the three sectors

are capable of wholesale cultural change. By
tapping our potential as conscious agents of
cultural evolution, we can create a sustain-
able civilization, one fully worthy of being
called human.
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